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This quarter’s Sopa focuses on the ethanol industry and the impact that food for fuel will have on 

the investment environment. We are headed into weather markets. Below I focus on how to make 

money in some of the related trends, both long and short. I have tried not to repeat the vast amount of 

street research on the topic of alternative fuels. I have addressed the wide range of opinions in that 

research. This difference of opinion from analysts, mass amateur involvement, lack of risk 

management tools, and weather markets combine to spell rare opportunity of the pure arbitrage 

variety.  

The last four years in ethanol has been a bull story in a market full of bullish commodity stories. There 

was no real hedge mechanism in renewable fuels so we invested largely through our generalist 

natural resource managers. Now alternative fuels are becoming a market large enough to demand 

attention in isolation. New renewable derivatives are beginning to proliferate. Those who invest 

early will be in the new funds that will come to dominate this market. Talent and experience is scarce 

so we have added an alternative fuels trading group to our stable of natural resources 

managers. As usual my analysis starts simple and gets complex. Experts should skip section one.  

 

Section One: What should I already know about ethanol? 

Ethanol is a type of alcohol. It is one of many possible fuel additives that can be blended with 

gasoline. Ethanol can be made from many feed stocks, including corn and sugar. Ethanol is one of a 

laundry list of renewable fuels that qualify under the various alternative fuel mandates of 

governments.  

I. Ethanol is an additive to gasoline with environmental benefits, not a fuel. Ethanol is a 

flammable, colorless, slightly toxic chemical compound with two carbons, five hydrogen atoms 

and a hydroxyl group. It is what you’re looking at when you examine the legs of a nice Merlot. 

Ethanol was first used as a mainstream fuel around 1908 when Henry Ford decided it was the 

fuel of the future for his Model T. Significant production began in the United States in the 

70’s after fuel prices began to soar. At that time it was a cost substitute.  

Ethanol is blended into gasoline at less than 10% if it is to be used in a conventional, gas-

oriented auto. Governments require those blends primarily to reduce pollution.  

II. Ethanol has become profitable because crude oil is expensive relative to food. The 

primary input cost to ethanol production in the U.S. is corn. As corn becomes more expensive, 

it comprises a larger percentage of input costs. In round numbers, corn currently costs 85 

cents per gallon. All other inputs are about 85 cents per gallon. With ethanol at 2.25 dollars per 

gallon, operating margins are about 55 cents. US government blending credits that go to the 

producer are currently 10 cents making before tax margins about 65 cents. Plant 
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construction costs are now approaching $3 a gallon making investment payback less than 5 

years. These costs have nearly doubled in the last three years so many existing plants are in 

at $1.50 but can only replace themselves at $3.  

The second most important input cost to ethanol production is energy. It takes about 38,000 

B.T.U. to produce one gallon of ethanol. Most U.S. ethanol plants are powered by natural gas, 

though some use coal. Some Brazilian plants are entirely self-sufficient, using ethanol energy 

for power. Energy consumption translates to about $0.25/gallon and of course rises or falls 

with the cost of energy. Other costs, including labor and chemicals account for about 

$0.07/gallon.  

 

Corn based ethanol production uses one of two processes: wet or dry milling. The two 

methods rely on different pre-treatment processes for corn kernels and yield different by-

products. Most existing ethanol plants use dry milling because it is cheaper, and getting a 

water permit takes time. In dry milling, the entire corn kernel is ground into flour, then water 

and enzymes are added to convert starch into dextrose. The mixture is heated to remove 

bacteria, then it is cooled and yeast is added. With the addition of yeast, fermentation begins. 

The fermented mash is distilled into pure alcohol, CO2 and DDGS (dry distillers grains with 

solubles). The CO2 is sold to make soda pop, and the DDGS is sold to the livestock industry 

as feed. 

 
Wet milling is more complicated, expensive, and involves an additional separation step for 

the corn kernel. The kernels are soaked in dilute sulfuric acid and then separated into germ, 

fiber, gluten and starch. The starch is fermented and distilled to produce ethanol as in a dry 

milling process. The other by-products are used for corn oil (from corn germ), corn gluten feed 

(from corn fiber), and corn gluten meal (from gluten). These by-products are more valuable 

than the DDGS from dry milling. A wet mill is more flexible if demand for ethanol dries up.  

 

Sugar is the food that microbes use to create ethanol. In Brazil the cheapest source of sugar is 

sugar cane, not corn. The sugar cane is pressed to extract sucrose (sugar), and the sugar 

goes into a fermentation process just as in corn milling. One important by-product of sugar 

cane ethanol production is bagasse, which is fibrous material left over after pressing. The 

bagasse produces energy when burned, and many Brazilian ethanol producers are entirely 

self-sufficient. Some even generate an energy surplus that they can sell. Burning bagasse is 

environmentally friendly when compared to coal and oil. Its ash content is only 2.5% 

(compared with 30-50% for coal), and it contains no sulfur.  

 

The two major world players are the United States and Brazil. The U.S. is perceived as being 

behind the game but it is the world’s largest producer and user of ethanol. Brazilian production 

is expected to reach 4 billion gallons in the coming year. Brazil will have an oversupply but is 

expanding its usage and government mandates to absorb the excess. It should export to the 

US but import tariffs make this less economic and protect US farmers. Because the US is 

expected to lead the charge in alternative derivatives, my analysis focuses on the US.  

At present the top 3 U.S. ethanol producers account for about 40% of total capacity. There are 

over 120 other companies. As of April 2007, U.S. ethanol capacity is 5.912 billion gallons per 
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year. With capacity under construction, 6.604 billion gallons will hit soon. Capacity should hit 

9.5 billion gallons by mid- 2008 and possibly as much as 12 billion by 2009. In round 

numbers, it will represent 5-7% of gasoline usage.  

III. Ethanol adds to octane and reduces pollution but is otherwise a problem for your car. 

Engines generate a well-controlled series of explosions, or combustions. Gasoline and air 

meet in a chamber and the mix is ignited by a sparkplug. The explosion pushes a piston. 

Combustion in each piston has to be coordinated precisely, and when combustion is 

premature, an engine knocks possibly damaging the engine. Premature combustion can be 

prevented with a fuel that slows down the burning process. It is called higher octane. Lead 

has long been the octane provider of choice. Ethanol contributes to octane with less pollution. 

Your car also wants to burn cleaner due to emissions standards. Oxygenates are 

hydrocarbons that contain one or more oxygen atoms, and they make combustion cleaner by 

causing the fuel to burn more completely. Currently gasoline contains between 5-10% ethanol 

as an oxygenate additive. Historically methanol was used but it recently was replaced by the 

environmentally superior ethanol. Meeting emissions standards has been the main source of 

ethanol demand.   

Ethanol is corrosive. It can damage engine components. FlexFuel engines use special 

corrosion-resistant materials so ethanol can be more than 10% as an additive. This is usually 

85% ethanol called E85. Ethanol’s corrosion tendencies, along with its attraction to water, 

make it tough to transport. This has been the main reason people do not use ethanol. It is not 

available because the oil companies do not want to transport it.  

Ethanol is not as efficient as gasoline. The Department of Energy estimates that 25% more 

E85 (gasoline with 85% ethanol added) is needed to travel the same distance traveled using 

conventional gasoline. Said another way, gasoline has a 25% higher energy density than 

ethanol. More ethanol means more trips to the pump.  

Ethanol has higher viscosity and can clog the fuel system of a conventional car. Your car 

may be difficult to start in cold weather. Cold temperatures make it difficult to vaporize fuels 

and ethanol has a lower heat of vaporization. As a fuel it has serious drawbacks and mainly 

environmental benefits. This means you pay in real terms while receiving back indirect 

benefits.  

IV. Huge incentives to blend ethanol exist and the blenders have responded. With the Arab 

Oil Embargo of 1973 a new incentive for domestic fuel arrived in the United States. Congress 

passed the Energy Tax Act of 1978 and provided an exemption to the $0.04/gallon federal fuel 

excise tax for 10-percent ethanol-blended gasoline. In 1982, the Surface Transportation 

Assistance Act raised the gasoline excise tax from $0.04/gallon to $0.09/gallon, and 

additionally increased the exemption for 10-percent ethanol blends to $0.05/gallon. Through its 

Clean Air Amendments of 1990, Congress acknowledged for the first time that changes in 

motor fuels and their composition contributes to reducing exhaust pollution.  

The Amendments created two new gasoline standards to reduce fuel emissions in highly 

polluted cities, and also required gasoline to contain fuel oxygenates. The Energy Policy Act 

of 1992 set a national goal of 30 percent penetration of alternative fuels in light-duty vehicles 
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by 2010. It also required federal government, alternative fuel providers, state and local 

governments and private fleets to purchase vehicles that run on alternative fuels.  

The Renewable Fuels Standard, signed into law in 2005, required accelerating volumes of 

alternative fuels to be used in the U.S. These rise to 7.5 billion gallons in 2012 when they 

expire. In his January 23, 2007 State of the Union address, President Bush suggested U.S. 

usage of 35 billion gallons of renewable fuels by 2017. This is nearly 5 times the 2012 target. 

This volume of alternative fuels would displace 15% of annual gasoline requirements.  

The chart below shows the current RFS mandate in the United States (purple), which runs 

through 2012. The 2nd chart,  behind the RFS mandate, shows a linear extrapolation of the 

mandate through 2017. The recent State of the Union address suggests usage in 2017 as 

shown with the towering lone yellow bar in the back. Market participants do not believe this 

renewable fuel goal will be implemented and if it is, people believe the growth will not come 

from ethanol.  
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A summary of regulations is below: 

•••• The RFS mandate lays out alternative fuels production/consumption through 2012 

•••• President Bush’s January 2007 State of the Union sets a 2017 goal. 

•••• The Federal Blender’s Tax Credit (from the American Jobs Creation Act of 2005) provides 

a $0.51/gallon tax credit for each gallon of ethanol blended with gasoline.  

•••• The Small Ethanol Producer Tax Credit allows small ethanol producers (defined as 

producing less than 60mm gallons/year) a federal income tax credit equal to $0.10/gallon 

produced for the first 15mm gallons. This equates to a maximum $1.5mm federal tax credit 

annually for producers generating at least 15mm gallons.   

•••• The Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) prevents competition from abroad by imposing a 

$0.54/gallon import tariff on ethanol. 

 

U.S.RENEWABLE FUELS STANDARD 
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Other countries, notably Brazil, have mandates and programs to force the use of ethanol and 

FlexFuel cars. China also has its equivalent of the U.S. Renewable Fuels Standard called the 

Renewable Energy Law. It took effect in January 2006 and requires that 10% of the country’s 

gross energy come from renewable sources by 2020. (Currently 1% of China’s energy 

comes from renewable fuels; 70% comes from coal). China is not seen as serious about 

renewable fuel and clearly their focus is on clean coal, solar, and geothermal. This is as it 

should be since they are already importing food.    

V. Butanol is probably a better competitor to ethanol. Butanol is chemically similar to ethanol, 

but it behaves more like gasoline than ethanol. It has been demonstrated to work without 

modification in some vehicles designed for use with gasoline. Butanol is less corrosive than 

ethanol. With improving technology, it will move through existing pipelines. This is why big 

oil is focused on butanol. Most cars can use higher amounts of butanol without being retrofit. 

Storage is also easier. Production costs are still higher than ethanol.  

Methanol blends are the fuel of choice in some race cars, such as drag racers, and radio-

controlled vehicle engines. Until the end of the 2005 season, all vehicles in the Indianapolis 

500 had to run on methanol. Methanol is not nearly as flammable as gasoline and it has been 

used historically in the U.S. to produce the gasoline additive MBTE. However, by the late 

1990s reports of MBTE leaks from storage tanks into groundwater led to uncertainty about its 

future role as an additive. It was then removed as an additive creating demand for ethanol.  

VI. Food for fuel is already driving up food prices, especially in meats. High corn prices are 

causing social unrest in Mexico, where the government has tried to mollify angry 

consumers by slapping price controls on tortillas. Meat prices have risen already by 20-

30%. Poultry producers are working to use renderings to make biogas. This is the stuff that 

goes into your soap. Acreage is being taken from oilseeds. This has driven up the cost of 

everything from birdseed to cooking oil.  

This section has been a summary of what has been reported in the press and the considerable 

research provided by the street. All of this growth spells opportunity as the market deepens and 

expands into a mature industry.  We are taking advantage but the opportunities are no more on the 

long side only. Better analysis is needed to see the two way opportunity.  

 

Section Two: What are the variables and likely outcomes discussed by insiders?  

I have interviewed many people on the ground in the ethanol industry. These include primarily energy 

companies, grain companies, independent ethanol companies and market makers who are providing 

risk management services. Several themes emerge for the future of the industry.  

I. Ethanol break even analysis is usually wrong. Simplistic models of ethanol profitability do 

not begin to capture the complexity of the tradeoffs that will play out. The models 

underestimate input costs to ethanol, which necessarily drive up the break-even curve. Most 

models (and the USDA) are assuming long term corn prices between 3.30 and 3.50 a bushel 

while energy prices remain above 55 dollars. At an absolute level, no one with vast experience 

thinks corn can remain at 3.40 a bushel even if oil falls to 40 dollars. Year ending stocks are 
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very low and current prices reflect those stocks. Prices do not yet reflect accelerating 

demand. As the volume of ethanol production doubles, the wildcard in the whole equation 

becomes corn production. This is more a function of the weather than of acreage.  

Break-even analysis also does not consider the negative feedback loop of inflation on input 

prices. The cost of building a plant has already nearly doubled. Every input to producing corn 

has risen in cost dramatically. Removing acreage from every other food commodity drives up 

those prices creating competition. A more likely ratio is 4.25 dollars per bushel for corn 

against 2 dollars for ethanol once ethanol is in surplus. This means ethanol will survive at 

high volumes through blending subsidies and import tariffs. It means our taxes will keep the 

industry alive. 

These break-even charts also don’t account for oil/ethanol price interaction. They treat the 

two as price-independent and show that when oil prices are high, ethanol breaks even. The 

quantitative analysis of this is dealt with in more detail in section three.  

II. Ethanol is perceived to be in high demand. This is almost entirely due to the recent need to 

use ethanol to replace methanol. Big oil companies that control the distribution don’t want to 

deal with ethanol and are looking for substitutes. Presently, only 0.6% of U.S. gas stations 

offer E85 fuel. Oil companies have a variety of tactics for keeping gasoline in your tank, 

rather than ethanol. For example, franchises are sometimes required to purchase all fuel they 

sell from the parent company, in most cases one that does not supply ethanol.  

Ethanol is a supply push market, not a demand pull market once ethanol quantities exceed the 

needed amount for octane and oxygenates. This means it must compete on price including all 

of the accelerating transportation costs associated with this difficult, corrosive additive. The 

production supply has exceeded this level and insiders say that ethanol supplies went into 

surplus in the last two weeks. Seventy percent of the market’s ethanol is not hedged beyond 

six months and will be pushed into a market that does not have the distribution or demand 

to handle it. This is why a looming crisis is predicted. Ethanol plants are expected to be offered 

below replacement cost. Building of plants would, of course, collapse.  

US government mandates do not insure demand. Supply already exceeds those mandates. 

But more important, the US government has no system to verify what is being used or 

blended. There is no staff to insure compliance. There is no penalty for non compliance. 

These are not mandates, they are requests. Oil companies will follow along if economics and 

demand dictate. Therefore all that matters are tax subsidies and tariffs. A growing surplus 

of ethanol is likely to change this via legislation at both the state and federal level if the 

expected debacle plays out.  

III. Technology assumptions are incorrect. There’s a lot of talk about cellulosic ethanol and 

biodiesel coming to the rescue, but these fuel sources are, by conservative estimates, 10 

years away. In any case, it is too far in the future for a hedge fund to care. Government 

estimates of the cost reductions for cellulosic show an 80% decline. That is a lot of productivity 

improvement and a big venture capital opportunity for the breakthrough company. This is not 

the software business. Clock speeds of innovation in commodities are quite slow.  
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There is a wide variety in net efficiency estimates from different models in the marketplace. As 

an example, one model may include energy input for delivery of fertilizer to farmland while 

another does not. The example seems trivial, but many apparent trivialities between 

models can add up to major calculation differences.  It is these very models, however, that 

largely control the speculation-driven ethanol market. A necessary point of clarification in 

calculating net energy is whether the calculation is efficiency or volume-based. That is, does 

the model make a BTU for BTU comparison? Be wary of literature that doesn’t clarify this 

point. Ethanol is provably less efficient than gasoline, which means that a tank of gasoline will 

take your car further than a tank of ethanol.  

A model looking at the volume of ethanol replacing gasoline is different from one looking at the 

BTU replacement from ethanol. Notice that the RFS and recent State of the Union 

recommendation are volume-based, so achieving the the desired 15% gasoline replacement 

does not mean we’re replacing 15% of our gasoline energy with ethanol! 

Genetic technology advancements are some distance off. Drought resistant corn is being 

used as one reason corn yields will increase at an above normal pace. Even if this technology 

hits on schedule, adoption is usually pretty slow. Farmers test seed for years. Those can be 

wet years. Also, resistance is not prevention. All significant yield shocks are shocks with crop 

shortages. The several standard deviation, left-tail accident is not a bumper crop, it is crop 

failure.   

 

IV. Analysts are over-estimating the total production and CRP contribution.  Before I 

address the CRP, let me state the obvious. Switching acreage from one commodity to another 

is not a free source of supply. It comes with an inflation cost. CRP acreage is a benefit. It 

removes acreage from the Conservation Reserve Program that is a cost to tax payers. 

Projections of another million acres available from CRP are overstated. Much of the CRP 

land is not farmable. This includes the land next to the fuel tanks, grain bins, and on access 

roads, and hilltops. It includes land in ditches and on steep slopes. Excess good land was 

cleared in the 70’s. There is little more unfarmed land in the US. We must switch from another 

commodity, chop down the rainforests in South America, or increase yields to make a drastic 

impact.  

Yield growth expectations are also on the optimistic side.  See the chart below showing a 

linear pattern in yield growth. Yield seems to have gone from 90 to 150 bushels per acre for a 

67% increase. But wait, if I start in 1980 and end in 2003 then yields rose 20%. The right 

answer is about a 30-40% increase if you take weather out of the picture. Notice that there 

were three major down years in the 80’s and none in the 90’s. There were no droughts in the 

90’s. Notice the variance in yield drops from a wide 15% in the 80’s to a narrow 2% early in 

this decade. We cannot assume only positive yield surprises. Welcome to weather 

markets.  
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Historical Corn Yield and Yield Volatility
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If we remove the weather factor above, yield improvements in the last 30 years have come 

from many sources that are not repeatable. One is increases in plant populations per acre. 

They are up about 1/3. This can explain about 10% of the 30% increase in yield. Farmers 

now farm faster with better equipment. Corn is not left in the field to rot and planting windows 

of two weeks are enough. Better land is being farmed by better farmers as the economic 

stakes have become higher. This can explain another 10%. Genetic improvements account 

for much of the rest. Call it 15% improvement over 30 years. Looking to the future, there 

planting concentration and machinery improvements are nearly maxed out.  

Genetic technology is often touted as the one item that will increase yields dramatically. This is 

true but overstated. Technology for drought resistance has already been implemented in the 

form of improved resistance to bugs. The plants are stronger due to a new technology called 

BT corn. BT corn has a natural toxin from the microorganism (Bacillus thuringiensis) that is 

deadly to many pest species. It took about 10 years to implement widespread usage. A 

stronger plant does explain some resistance to recent drought conditions. Still we have not 

recently had a widespread rain free drought in the US for some time. If anyone wants to bet 

this won’t happen again, I am giving odds it will. On balance yield improvements will take a 

significant breakthrough and a lot of money is being spent to find one.  

Insiders generally are so overwhelmed with the growth of the industry they barely have time to be 

concerned about the extrapolation of current trends into the future. Still, they all know that it is certain 

that past performance does not necessarily insure future performance. The economics are going to 

change and the market is becoming a two way trade. There is a vast difference of opinion even 

among experts because the playbook is being written. This spells opportunity for those who can stay 

on top of the changes.  

Source: Wolf 
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Section Three: What are the opportunities to profit from the future messy marketplace?  

Hedge funds have a burgeoning opportunity to play a new market full of diversity of opinion with mass 

amateur involvement. There are many parallels to the electricity market in the mid 90’s. This 

market spawned Enron. Before it was financially mismanaged, it was highly profitable and there is an 

opportunity for a better version of the same company to emerge from the dust. Trading is the game. 

The concerns mentioned in section two outline some of the sources of the disarray that is to come. I 

do believe the ethanol trend is politically unstoppable.  

I. One of the significant opportunities will be in trading the listed shares (or buying private 

companies in trouble). The main opportunity comes from exploiting the volatility of the 

operating margins and the market’s tendency to overshoot the volatility of those margins. This 

is a result of the wide range of opinions that I mentioned at the beginning of the SOPA. To 

make the case, I start with why those margins will be less volatile than the share price will be. 

The key is in the break-even analysis.  

Break-even analyses usually work with a simple ‘if-then’ assumption. The assumption is that if 

oil is relatively expensive compared to ethanol, then ethanol is profitable. An example break-

even chart is below:  

 

 

These simple breakeven charts can deceive because they don’t provide any detail on the 

likelihood of a given corn/oil price scenario. Corn at $3/bushel and oil at $80/bbl may be 

profitable, but how likely is it that we’ll see these prices? Two-dimensional, or joint, probability 

distributions provide more insight.  

We are accustomed to seeing 1-dimensional probability distributions that reveal an average 

and standard deviation of RoR. In the example below the average annual RoR is 10% and the 

standard deviation is 5%. Using the probability distribution we can make statistical statements 

such as: there is only a 2.5% probability that I will lose money this year.  
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What if we are interested in the probability of two events happening? In ethanol analysis, we 

may ask about the probability of simultaneous $3 corn and $80/bbl. An example joint 

probability distribution is below. Picking a corn/oil price pair and looking at the height of the 

curve (probability density) above this price pair indicates the likelihood of the pair. Since the 

joint probability uses an average corn value of $4/bushel and an average (60-day average) oil 

price of $63/bbl, the peak of the curve occurs at the corn, oil coordinates (4,63).  

 

 

 

Viewing the surface from above reveals a contour plot, where each line is a so-called iso-line 

representing constant elevation. That is, by walking along any of the lines in the chart we 

would remain at constant elevation, or probability. Joint probability surfaces and contour plots 

are informative. They are particularly informative when the two independent variables, in this 

case corn and oil, are correlated. The contour above represents uncorrelated oil and corn 

prices. Look at the contour plot below, using the same average corn and oil prices, this time 

with highly correlated corn.  
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The iso-lines are now warped compared with their zero-correlation counterparts. Choosing a 

simultaneous higher corn price and lower corn price or vice versa is less likely when 

correlation is positive. This observation on joint probability distributions reveals that break-

even analysis shouldn’t treat all corn/oil price scenarios as equally likely.  

With weather patterns affecting corn, oil, and oil supply chains simultaneously, commodities 

prices will continue to increase. Statistically, then, the most probable scenarios for corn and oil 

do not lead to high margins for ethanol. Highly volatile and increasingly correlated 

commodities markets will cause ethanol to move back and forth across the break-even line in 

a relatively narrow range once supplies of ethanol are in surplus. Market participants will 

respond with manic depressive responses in prices creating trading opportunities around this 

break-even.   

II. A second opportunity is price risk management. This involves either trading the emerging 

derivatives market or providing those needed risk management tools to clients. I am not 

referring to futures markets. In the early stages the bulk of the trading is in the OTC market. 

This will provide pure arbitrage opportunities. Very little of the ethanol industry is hedged. The 

best estimate is around 50% of nearby corn needs and only 30% of nearby ethanol 

output. Almost no one has any long term hedges. The DDG output is not hedged and there is 

some forward hedge of energy needs. Of course it is the larger players that are hedged.   

Many companies are quite small and many are owned by farm cooperatives. These 

companies have no downstream capability to sell their product and no staff to handle risk 

management.  

This matters because corn is in contango and ethanol is in backwardation. This means spot 

margins are higher than margins one year forward. The futures and OTC market does not 

suggest margins will remain as profitable as they are now. When this occurs, few processors 

are inclined to hedge. It also means an equity that is priced on spot margins is priced wrong. 

There is a trading opportunity between the various implied margins.  

Corn and Ethanol Contango/Backwardation
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III. The third major opportunity is in the downstream services market. Many of the 

independent ethanol plants need assistance and there are not enough service providers. 

Those that do exist are sometimes competitors or people with conflicts of interest. Here is a 

smattering of the opportunities.  

A. Transportation: Corn and ethanol are always in the limelight, but the real winner in the 

upcoming ethanol market will be transportation. Ethanol and pipelines don’t get along well 

because ethanol is corrosive and hydrophilic, which means it attracts water. Consequently 

ethanol transport requires trucks, trains and barges. I’m bullish on transportation in the 

near and mid-term and long-term bullish construction materials. Many people want to 

invest here and capital is well supplied. Still, there are transportation arbitrage 

opportunities across geographies.  

B. Blending: The perception is that ethanol producers are paid 51 cents from the federal 

government to produce. But the credit is actually for blending ethanol, including 

imported ethanol, into gasoline. It is a credit back against tax on the total blended 

product that is sold at the pump. It works like this: 

Matthews Blenders decides ethanol blending is a profitable endeavor, so Matthew sets up 

shop. His survival depends on the VEETC (Volumetric Ethanol Excise Tax Credit) federal 

tax credit, so in addition to getting set up with equipment to blend he’s got to deal with 

some red tape. He files IRS Form 637 to register his blending business. Once Matthew 

learns the IRS recognizes his business, he sets about blending ethanol. In his first year he 

blends 50mm gallons of gasoline with 5mm gallons of ethanol to supply to regional pumps. 

At the end of the year he files IRS Form 720, a federal excise tax return for his 50mm 

gallons of gasoline. He attaches Form 8849 with Schedule 3 as well to claim a $0.51/gallon 

refund - $2.55mm for his 5mm gallons of ethanol. The IRS check arrives one hot afternoon 

20 days later. In celebration of the local ethanol industry he pours a sip of moonshine, 

turns on the weather channel and prays for rain.   

 

This credit does not insure that ethanol is automatically worth 51 cents more than 

gasoline. When the system has taken all the blended product it can, blending growth is 

reduced. If there is more ethanol than the system can blend or deliver, ethanol prices will 

fall. This begs the question, how much can the industry take at the moment? Is the industry 

production growing faster than the blending and transportation capability? Probably yes.  

 

The US gas pool is about 140 billion gallons per year. About 40% is reformulated (not pure 

gas). Of that, about 10% is ethanol blends. This would be about 5.6 billion gallons. The 

scale is just now tipping toward surplus. More production is expected to come on line than 

demand for the blends. Economics of blending credits will force more blended gasoline into 

the market, but the pace is too slow for the production coming onstream.  Refiners are 

currently selling ethanol from their existing legacy contracts. This suggests a surplus 

against their reformulated gasoline. That suggests trouble ahead for ethanol prices.  
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Ethanol Production Compared to Reformulated Gasoline Demand
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C. Marketing: Many ethanol producers have no marketing effort at all. Consolidation of this 

marketing and control of the downstream demand will be very profitable. This is particularly 

true for the State, Local and Government mandated vehicles. Hedge funds do not only 

trade with the Street. Of course this effort is largely a rural to urban activity.  

D. Logistics and Storage: Capital is a plenty for the hard equipment. The game will be 

aggregation and arbitrage where there are not enough players.  

E. Finance, M and A, IPOs: Banks are heavily involved and certainly there will be a period 

where troubled loans are for sale. Acquisition activity will reach a fever pitch. However I 

believe the industry will remain quite fragmented for a very long time.  

F. Feed: Many feed prices are already up 30%. Even my birdseed (sunflowers) are up that 

much. The dramatic impact on the worldwide feed and meat industry is a whole 

SOPA on its own. Call for details.  

G. Fertilizer: Nitrogen demand is soaring. Stay long.  

H. Land: Land will move at a premium, and the commercialization of farmland is well 

underway.  Eventually demand for ethanol and related products will produce enough cash 

flow to make farming a good business.  

IV. The last big opportunity I want to address is weather markets. There is not much to say 

except “good luck” and all of the shocks are on the supply shortage side. In a previous 

2004 SOPA I addressed the potential for 100% volatility in commodities. Corn or sugar 

Source: Fimat 
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volatility could reach those levels. Sugar has been there. Given the new found love for 

trading all things commodity, the market will be highly focused on this and its potential growing 

impact on the price of oil. Food inflation will not matter much to the US economy, but as 

headlines have already shown, it matters a lot in Mexico, India, China, and the Philippines 

where food import costs are important to well being. Calendar spread trading in this 

environment has been the death of many companies. I will move my prediction of blowups in 

hedge funds from the materials sector to the grains. We are all farmers now.    

Conclusions:  Profit assumptions are too optimistic due to underestimating costs and inflation.  There 

is too little emphasis on control of the oil companies who will push toward fuels that can go through a 

pipeline. Logistics, blending, marketing, transportation, price risk management, control of the 

customer, storage aggregation, and people talent will be key. The market is searching for a world 

class version of Enron who dominated electricity trading for a decade. Many of the opportunities are 

pure arbitrage for the next three years. We are involved and look forward to discussing the weather 

with you.  

Good luck in your investing and we hope you enjoyed your piranha soup… 

The next issue # 16 is due out in September of 2007 

Mari Kooi 

Wolf International  

April 30, 2007 
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